
POLITICAL ADVERTISING POLICY STATEMENT

To: Political Advertisers

From: Liz Cullen, National Sales Manager, WGN Radio

Date:  January, 2016

This policy statement clarifies WGN Radio’s current policy concerning political advertising by

legally qualified candidates for public office. It supersedes any prior rate cards or policy

statements.

Rate Policy: As required by federal law, WGN charges candidates the lowest unit charge

offered by the station for the same amount, type and class of advertising for a “use” by the

candidate during the 45 days before primary elections and the 60 days before general and special

elections (referred to below as “LUR windows”). Outside the LUR windows, political

advertisers are charged rates comparable to those charged WGN’s commercial advertisers.

Dayparts and Rotations: Generally, advertising time is sold by dayparts, which are priced

individually, as well as broader rotations, which are also priced accordingly. The attached

political rate card estimates the applicable rates, as required by law, for the time periods most

often requested by political candidates. The station, on request, will negotiate combinations of

these or other rotations or packages, or quote rates for announcements shorter or longer than 60

seconds, to fit an advertiser’s needs. WGN also will sell advertising on a run-of-schedule (ROS)

basis, where spots are scheduled throughout the broadcast day, solely at the station’s discretion.



Broadcast Signal Only: WGN Radio programs are streamed live over the Internet via WGN’s

website and mobile apps. Commercial time purchased for the WGN broadcast signal does not

run in the WGN Radio Internet audio stream. WGN will quote rates for commercial time on the

WGN Radio Internet audio stream, or on the wgn.fm service, which is a separate program

service streamed over the Internet, on request.

Rates: All time sold to both political advertisers and commercial advertisers on WGN is

preemptible without notice or non-preemptible. Lower-priced preemptible spots are subject to 

preemption by advertisers paying a higher rate. The likelihood that a candidate’s spot will be 

preempted depends on advertiser demand but is usually no more than 20%. WGN will permit

candidates, upon request, to purchase advertising at the station’s effective selling rate prevalent

at the time (a higher rate, normally charged to commercial advertisers, with a near-zero risk of

preemption), or at non-preemptible rates, to further minimize the risk of preemption. Non 

preemptible time, once an order is confirmed, will air as scheduled and will not be preempted

without the advertiser’s prior consent, except in cases of a program emergency. Candidates will

receive account credits or rebates if time is paid for at more that the lowest unit rate paid for

advertising that is actually broadcast in a given week for the same class of time and time period

purchased. WGN’s political rate cards may be changed from time to time without notice, and

will reflect seasonal changes, or changes due to advertiser supply and demand.

Makegood and Separation Policies: If a political spot is preempted, WGN will use its best

efforts to provide the advertiser a makegood in a comparable time period before the election.

However, ROS orders and “direct response” time (preemptible time, sold in very broad

rotations) are not entitled to makegood protection for commercial or political advertisers. WGN

does not guarantee separation of political advertisements within a program or commercial break.



Payment Terms & Sponsor Identification: Normal WGN credit policies apply, which

generally require advance payment for political advertising. Cash-in-advance orders will be

considered firm only upon receipt of payment by WGN. Political advertisers also must comply

with WGN’s traffic deadlines applicable to all advertisers, and sponsorship identification rules,

which includes a completed political broadcast form.

Reasonable Access: WGN will grant reasonable access for the purchase of time by candidates

for federal office. The station reserves the right to limit the number of spots per week any

political advertiser may buy in light of inventory demands and potential “equal time” requests.

Public inspection file: As required by law, WGN’s public inspection file is available during

regular business hours at the WGN studios. Information from the public file will not be given out

over the telephone, faxed or emailed.

Nondiscrimination: WGN Radio does not discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity in its

advertising contracts.

For further information: Concerning political advertising, please contact Liz Cullen, Local

Sales Manager at (312) 222-4238.


